
 

What happens to drugs after they leave your
body?
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Humans use a vast array of pharmaceuticals to stay healthy—what do those drugs
and their breakdown products mean for the health of groundwater ecosystems?
Credit: SharonDawn/Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0

Swallowing a pill only seems to make it disappear. In reality, the drug
eventually leaves your body and flows into waterways, where it can
undergo further chemical transformations. And these downstream
products aren't dead in the water.
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Many pharmaceuticals, for example, are designated as contaminants of
emerging concern, or CECs, because they alter hormone levels or
otherwise harm wildlife. Some downstream products formed during drug
breakdown are even more harmful than their parent molecule. It's
critical, then, to chart out the chemical course of drugs to assess risk, but
this is a daunting task because it depends on myriad hard-to-predict
reaction patterns that are difficult to observe.

In a new study published in Water Resources Research, Laura Ceresa and
colleagues devise a new method to chart these reaction possibilities. The
newly proposed method is based on a multimodel global sensitivity
analysis. This balances model fit and mathematical complexity: It
generates a well-fitting model by simplifying it.

The researchers estimated how the arthritis drug diclofenac breaks down
upon entering groundwater. First, using existing chemical transformation
data, they built a comprehensive model of breakdown that included the
gamut of possible chemical reactions. However, the estimates from this
model were highly uncertain.

To adjust the model to better fit their data, the researchers quantified the
relative importance of each possible chemical process and removed the
least relevant ones.

This led to three simplified yet plausible models of drug breakdown.
They ranked these models on the basis of their fit with the data and
showed that a simplified model outperformed the most complex one.

The method yielded a flexible and accurate model. The team says their
new method is especially useful when data are limited. Applying it to
other drugs, they say, could reveal the full toll that pharmaceutical
pollution takes on the planet.
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  More information: Laura Ceresa et al, On Multi‐Model Assessment
of Complex Degradation Paths: The Fate of Diclofenac and Its
Transformation Products, Water Resources Research (2023). DOI:
10.1029/2022WR033183

This story is republished courtesy of Eos, hosted by the American
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